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Oil mist separator
STENO
Units for
oil mist separation
at lubricating oil systems

Oil mist separator
Learning from nature…
How can fine water droplets be separated from fog (i.e. mist)? A small black beetle
from the desert shows it. The beetle has special hydrophobic and hydrophilic areas
on its wings that separate fine water droplets from the mist in the desert’s morning
air and slides them into its mouth.
This made the beetle ideal for further study, so that the mechanism behind its water
harvesting could be incorporated into the product. This unique natural role model
also inspired the name of HYDAC’s oil mist separator product series: STENOcara
dentata.

Stenocara dentata
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The application
The STENO oil mist separator is an important component of lubricating oil
systems in turbines, such as gas, steam and hydro turbines.
They are connected to the turbine’s lubricating oil tank. A powerful low-noise
side channel blower is used to extract air from the lubricating oil tank.
This creates a defined negative pressure in the tank (e.g. -5 to -20 mbar).
The negative pressure can be adjusted securely and conveniently by means
of a lockable throttle valve. The negative pressure is connected to the turbine
bearings via the return lines, preventing oil mist from escaping there through
the seals. Oil mist is produced in the lubricating oil tank and at hot contact
points in the turbine bearing.
This oil mist needs to be separated off, for health reasons and to comply with
legal limits (such as those defined in Technical Instructions on Air Quality
Control – “TA Luft”). There are also economic and ecological benefits to
recovering lubricating oil.
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The STENO oil mist separator thus performs two main jobs:
1. Preventing oil mist from escaping
2. Separating and recovering the lubricating oil

The heart of the filter – Optimicron® Drain elements (ON/DR)
As the oil mist is mainly produced by the effects of lubricating oil evaporating at hot
contact points in the turbine bearing and condensing afterwards, over 95 % of the oil
droplets that are produced are 0.15 to 1.0 µm in size.
The application determines the requirements that the element technology needs to
fulfil, and HYDAC has responded by developing “Optimicron® Drain” high-efficiency
coalescence filter elements.
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In the element, the fine oil droplets are separated in an effective oleophobic
coalescence filter layer and channelled downwards via a special oleophilic drainage
layer. In the filter housing, the collected oil is then returned to the lubricating oil system
via a drainage line, closing the circuit.
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Using HYDAC Optimicron® Drain elements allows over 99 % of the relevant oil
droplets to be separated. This makes it possible to reduce the residual oil content
to less than 10 mg/m³, even for high oil mist concentrations. This means that the
required legal limits are fulfilled across the entire service life, while environmental
impact is reduced thanks to the sustainably cleaner exhaust air and the lubricating oil
recovery.
STENO oil mist separators are tested on HYDAC’s own unique test benches.
Numerous performance tests are possible, from determining the performance data of
individual filter elements and testing the entire separator to validation in the field.
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STENO mode of operation

The STENO series
STENO 50 to STENO 200

STENO 300 to STENO 700

Compact design, intake flow
from 50 to 200 m³/h, ideal for smaller industrial
turbines.

Robust design, intake flow
from 300 to 700 m³/h, ideal for larger power plant
turbines.

Product advantages

Product advantages

zzHigh-efficiency HYDAC Optimicron® Drain
coalescence element technology

zzHigh-efficiency HYDAC Optimicron® Drain
coalescence element technology

zzRapid commissioning

zzRapid commissioning

zzConvenient and rapid service

zzConvenient and rapid service

zzCompact, lightweight design

zzRedundant blower (for greater operational reliability),
automatic switch-over if one blower fails

zzStandardised interfaces
(air inlet and air outlet)
zzUpgrade/retrofit compatibility (duplex blowers)

Technical data

zzMerged drain for condensate
due to higher air quantities
(on blower and clean-air lines)

Technical data

Intake
flow:

from 50 to 200 m³/h

Intake
flow:

from 300 to 700 m³/h

Blower:

Standard: single blower (“Single”)
Optional: duplex blower
(redundant design: “Duplex”)

Blower:

Standard: duplex blower
(redundant design: “Duplex”)
Optional: single blower (“Single”)

Air inlet/
outlet:

Standard: DIN
Optional: ANSI

Air inlet/
outlet:

Standard: DIN
Optional: ANSI

Coating

Standard: RAL 7001,
corrosion protection class C2
Optional: coating
to customer specifications

Coating

Standard: RAL 7001,
corrosion protection class C2
Optional: coating
to customer specifications

Internal secondary air with lockable throttle valve
to regulate negative pressure

Internal/external secondary air with lockable throttle valve
to regulate negative pressure

Optional:
special motors to customer specifications, ATEX version, flow
control with frequency-controlled motors...

Optional:
special motors to customer specifications, ATEX version, flow
control with frequency-controlled motors...
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zzEasy installation (on air inlet flange)
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HYDAC Headquarters
HYDAC Companies
HYDAC Sales and Service Partners

Accumulators 30.000
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Headquarters
HYDAC INTERNATIONAL
GMBH

Industriegebiet
66280 Sulzbach/Saar
Deutschland

		Telephone:
		 +49 6897 509-01
		Fax:
		 +49 6897 509-9046
		
		

e-mail: info@hydac.com			
Internet: www.hydac.com
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Coolings Systems 57.000
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Electronics 180.000

Accessories 61.000

Compact Hydraulics 53.000

Filter Systems 79.000

Process Technology 77.000

Fluid Filters 70.000

Global Presence.
Local Expertise.
www.hydac.com

